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General Equation of the First Degre

To prove that the general equation of tho firat degres (linear cqua-
tion) in x, y, z represents n plano,

To prove that the cquationor,

ax-+by + cz-td=0,
where a, b, c, d are any given constants, a, b, c being not all Xero,
represcnts a plane.

Letthomostgoneral equation of the first degree in x, Y 2 0
ax+by-- cz--dn0,

where a, b, c, d aro any given congtants, a, b, c being not all zero.
(1)

We have to prove that the locus of this cquation reprcsents a1

plane.
Then, by definition of plane, our purposc is served providecd we

prove that every point on the line joining any two points on the
locus also lies on the locus.

Lel A(x Yi, z,) and B(xa, ya za) be any two distinct points on
the locus of (1).

Then 5atg* *9 ax,hy-- cz -+d0, (2)
axg+bya+cz,4-d0.

Multiplying (3) by k (A -1) and adding to (1), we get
alx+kxa)+b(+ky,)+c(st+kz)+d(1+k)=0,

and (3)

Dividing by 14-k, as (1-0);40, we gct

1-kx
1-+k

-+cl --d0
1-4-k 1--k



From this relation we find that the point

( tk, )
1+k1+k 1+k

also lies on the 1ocus given by (1)
But for different values of k,

tkx tky2 Z1 +kz2
1+k1+k 1+k

gives different points on the line joining
A(x1, 1, Z1) and B(x, Va, Za).

Therefore the line AB completely lies on the locus given by (1).Hence, by definition of plane, the equation (1) represents a planeprovided a, b, c are not all zero,



Intercept form of Equation ofapla
ne

To prove that the equation of the plane in the intercept form 2s

=1.
Let the equation.of the plane be

Ax+By-+Cz+D=0 (1).

Tt cuts the x, y and z-axes at
dlstances a, b and c respectively from
theorigin.

Then OP a, 0Q=b, OR=c.
Therefore, the co-ordinates of P

O and R are respectively (a, 0, 0),
(0, b,0) and (0, 0, c).

Since the plane (1) passes
through the points P(a, 0, 0), Q(0,
b, 0) and R(0, 0, c), the co-ordinates
of these points must satisfy the equa-
tion (1) of the plane.

R10,0,c

Y
b at0,b,0)

P(a,0,0

ae A:a+B.0+C.0+D =0; or A=-

A.0+B.b+C.0+D=0; orB= -

A.0+B.0-+C.c+D=0; or C=-
Substituting the values of A, B andC in (1), we get

y-+D =0

+.or

This is the required equation of theplane:



Normal Form of the Equation of a p

lane

Th:Obtain the equation of a plane i

n normal form

From the origin cO(0, 0, 0) draw ON perpendicular upon the
pane.

0.

Let 7, m, n be the direction
cosines of this perpendicular
ON and let ON= p.Piane

Take any point A{x, y, )
on the plane.

Now the points A and
N are in the plane; therefore
the line joining A and N must
be in the plane. Again ON is
normal to the plane; therefore
ON must be perpendicular to
NA.

0,00

The projection of, OA

on ON =ON

(-4i-m+(Za-21)nON.



Here x=0, y1=0, z1=0, x=x, y2 =y, Z2=Z, ON=p.
(x-0)/+(y-0)m+(2-0)n=P

or Ixmy+nz=p.

This is the required equation of the plane as this relation holds
for every point in theplane.



Reduction of general form of the e
quation of the plane

) To reduce the general equation

Ax+By+Cz4D==0

of the plane to the intercept form +
The general equation of the plane is

Ax+By+Cz4D=0; or AxBy+ Cz=-D.
Dividing by - D, we get

Ax
-D -D
C
C
D =1; or

Ax By
A Bor -D

B
D+-D

B
D =l,

A C

which is of the form



() To raduce the general egnation

ix+B+ C+D=0o
of the piane to the mormal fora

x E=p.
The general equation of the plane iss

(1).Ax+B Ce4D=®
The noTmal form of the aguation of the plane s

IxmrE=p
(2)

where 7 r=i a2d p is positive.

If the equations {1} and (2 epesezt iee same piene, thEn
comparing iheir co-eficienis, F2 et

,n areproportiozal to A, B, C

the directioa cosines of ihe norma! to tee plane
AxB4 C4D=0 are pzeportionaf to 4, B, C.

Nowirom (), I- - pB =-
But

BC=1Ior D
Dor =



1A+B+C* "*VA+B4C
FB

FC
VAB+C

Substituting these values in (2), we get the general equation
Ax+By-+Cz+D=0

of the plane in the normal form as
A B CAB+-c:*VA+B+C VA4B+C

DTA4B4C3 s (4)
the sign being so chosen that p, that is, 72LRLC* always

D
always

positive.


